
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS

Built for Learning.



Theorem™ Seating

Theorem™ Seating

Cascade® Storage

Groove™ Seating
oodle®

It all 
starts  
in the 
classroom

Flavors® Seating

Interchange® Wing Desks



Elementary Classroom

Teaching styles and classroom layouts vary wildly in 
elementary school. At this stage, teachers want learning 
and communication on track, but lighter. Students are 
still learning through play. They need engaging, hands-
on opportunities for meaningful learning. They want 
to experiment and be experiential in a comfortable, 
predictable environment.

Pre-K Classroom

Busy minds drive busy bodies. Create a welcoming, 
organized environment tailored to whirlwind tots 
and their teachers. Child’s play? Hardly. Whether 
you call it Pre-K, preschool or early ed, ages 3 to 5 
are prime time for development. Students will begin 
learning essential academics, social skills and self-
control, mostly through play. Set the stage for these 
little sponges.

Elemental® Squiggle Table
SEE PAGE 37 

Flavors® Chair
SEE PAGE 50 

oodle®

SEE PAGE 52

oodle®

SEE PAGE 52 

Flavors® Noodle Chair
SEE PAGE 50 

Interchange® Diamond Desk
SEE PAGE 21
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High School Classroom

High school is time to prepare for higher education 
and the future workplace. The high school classroom 
should provide real-life settings where students 
focus on real-world problems. During high school, 
a student’s future slowly starts coming into focus. 
Educators need to teach what employers want in the 
next generation: critical thinking, team collaboration, 
creativity and problem-solving. 

Middle School Classroom

Classroom furniture should help kids discover 
their interests and hone critical thinking, within a 
structured environment. Students in fifth through 
eighth grades are in the middle. Physical, social and 
emotional growth are truly in flux. Academically, 
they are exploring new ways of thinking — with more 
intensive subject work — and socializing. Teachers 
need tools that focus student attention without (gasp) 
drawing attention.

Interchange® Wing Desk
SEE PAGE 19 

Cascade® Storage
SEE PAGE 59 

In2it™ Chair
SEE PAGE 51

Groove™ Chair
SEE PAGE 47 

UXL® Sit + Stand
SEE PAGE 35 

Silhouette Desk
SEE PAGE 43
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Open Spaces

Students are more tech-savvy than ever. 
Technology is practically in their DNA. Likewise, 
tech labs and computer labs must be ready to 
accommodate everything from beginning coding 
to high-level robotic competitions. We make the 
lab furniture to handle that spectrum.

Makerspaces

Tinker, create, explore, fail. Makerspaces  
promote them all by providing a range of tools, 
from high-tech to no-tech, that encourages 
experimentation. The ideal makerspace furniture 
helps manage materials and projects, without 
getting in the way.

Planner® Studio Table
SEE PAGE 31 

Planner Studio Bench
SEE PAGE 33 

Cascade® Maker Cart
SEE PAGE 61

Interchange® Multimedia Table
SEE PAGE 28 

Cafe Table
SEE www.smithsystem.com 

Cascade® Mega Cabinet
SEE PAGE 59
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With the need to save space in today’s classrooms, educators and students alike 
endorse the Interchange® Wing Desk. It provides a wide, stable workspace, as 
well as great flexibility by allowing configurations in compact clusters of up to four 
students. Its wing design also enables work to take place in groups of three or 
two, or individually.

Space-saving 
Design

Wing Desks

34 Students
784 sq. ft.

Room View:

Shown:

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

In a collaborative environment, students work individually and in groups. So do 
these space-efficient Interchange® Mini Diamond Desks. Groups of up to six fit 
compactly into the space and the desks can be arranged into semi-circles, pairs 
and threes to suit the lesson. 

Mini Diamonds 
Maxi-options

Mini Diamond Desks

24 Students
784 sq. ft.

Room View:

Shown:

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

Versatility Raised to the 
Power of Two

Classrooms designed with our 3-2-1 Desk® enjoy next-level collaboration.  
Created for pairs, quads or groups of six, this system accommodates more  
working styles in a number of creative arrangements. The 3-2-1 series is  
partnership perfected.

Two-Student 3-2-1 Desks

24 Students
900 sq. ft.

Room View:

Shown:

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/
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With the need to save space in today’s classrooms, 
educators and students alike endorse the Interchange Wing 
Desk. It provides a wide, stable workspace as well as great 
flexibility by allowing configurations from compact clusters 
of four students up to pods of six or eight.

Interchange® Wing Desks  
One of Our Most Popular Choices

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

Interchange® Wing Desks 

Interchange Wing Desks

Interchange Wing Desk, Model 03095 
Shown with optional Interchange 
SW Tote Tray (with housing), Model 
66013. List Price $ 88. 

Also, shown with  
optional casters, Model 17576.  
List Price $ 76.

This compact, contemporary desk designed for collaborative 
learning provides sleek looks, solid functionality and great  
flexibility. It can be arranged in countless ways for groups of all 
sizes. Its work surface provides ample space for work of all kinds. 
Order it in any of 13 standard laminate colors, 20 edge colors 
and Black or Platinum frame.

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

03095 Interchange Wing Desk 23.5 41 22-34 $ 242 

04503 Interchange Wing Open Front Desk 23.5 41 22-32 $ 340 

For all specifications view full-line catalog or visit smithsystem.com/furniture/wing-desk

 • Durable desktop available in 
 1 1/4" or 3/4" thickness, with  
 a high-pressure laminate surface. 

 • Chrome-plated lower legs of  
 16-gauge steel resist scuffing. 

 • Sock-style glide caps 
 add protection.

 • 1" adjustable leveling glides 
 provide stability on uneven floors.

 • Order dual wheel casters 
 to add mobility.

Interchange Desks and Tables that adjust 22"-34" 
can be raised to 37" on casters to use with a 24" 
stool or to stand behind.

Open Front Wing Desk, Model 04503 
Shown in Grey Mesh top with  
Cerulean edge and Platinum frame. 
Backpack hook available, Model 
67638. List Price $ 8. 

The unique shape of  
Interchange Wing allows  
students to oppose desks  

in compact areas.
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Interchange Open Front Diamond Desk, Model 04504 
Shown in Grey Mesh top with Apple edge and 
Platinum frame. Add casters for extra mobility. 

Interchange Diamond Desk with SW Tote Tray, Model 03082  
Shown with optional Interchange SW Tote Tray with 
housing, Model 66013. Colored casters sold separately,  
Model 17577APL Apple casters shown.

Keep
desktops

clear with
built-in
storage.

With ample working space, its space-saving layout 
options provide multiple classroom configurations 
to fit any collaborative learning need.

Interchange® Diamond Desks  
Ample Space, Versatile Design

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

Six Interchange Diamond Desks form a  
compact group with ample space to work.

Interchange Diamond 
and Open Front Diamond Desks

This contemporary desk designed for collaborative learning classrooms  
provides sleek looks and solid functionality. It can be arranged in compact 
groups of up to six. Its large work surface provides ample space for projects  
and work of all kinds. And it can be ordered in any of 13 standard laminate 
colors, 20 edge colors and Black or Platinum frame.

 • Durable desktop available in  
 1 1/4" or 3/4" thickness, with a  
 high-pressure laminate surface. 

 • Chrome-plated lower legs of  
 16-gauge steel resist scuffing. 
 

 • Rugged powder coat surface on 
 legs resists wear. 

 • Sock-style glide caps add protection. 

 •  1" adjustable leveling glides provide 
stability on uneven floors.

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

03082 Interchange Diamond Student Desk 30 34 22-34 $ 243 

03083 Interchange Mini Diamond Student Desk* 27 30.5 22-34 $ 238

04504 Interchange Diamond Open Front Desk 30 34 22-32 $ 375 

04505 Interchange Mini Diamond Open Front Desk* 27 30.5 22-32 $ 365

*Accommodates up to 18" stack chair.

Put two Interchange Diamond Desks 
together and students can work in a pair.

Three Interchange Diamond Desks form  
a semi-circle for three students.

Add Casters 
—Colored casters available!  
   Shown 17577APL, List Price $ 96.

Interchange® Diamond Desks
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Flavors
Stool

oodle®
Stool

Interchange® 
Wing  
Desks

Cascade 
Mega-  

Cabinet

Flavors® 
Chair

Cascade® 
Mega-Tower 
Whiteboard

Interchange 
Diamond 

Desks

Interchange® Wing & Diamond Desks 
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Interchange® 3-2-1 Desk®  
Versatile and Functional

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

Move ‘em, mix ‘em, shape ‘em. The 3-2-1 line makes 
collaborative learning a breeze with more fun and 
funky formations.

Combine two 3-2-1 Desks for four 
students to work together.

Combine three 3-2-1 Desks and 
create a six-student group.

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

03002* Interchange 3-2-1 Desk 29.5 40 22-34 $ 317 

03011 Interchange 3-2-1 LS Desk 35 50 22-34 $ 363

77159* Interchange Low Range Leg Inserts 17-21 $ 55

*For Pre-K through second-grade cooperative learning classrooms with 14" chairs and smaller. 

This versatile, contemporary table designed for collaborative 
learning provides sleek looks and solid functionality. The 
two-student desks can be arranged in many ways for both 
individual and group learning. Its work surface provides ample 
space for work of all kinds. Order it in any of 13 standard 
laminate colors, 20 edge colors and Black or Platinum frame.

 • Durable desktop available  
 in 1 1/4" or 3/4" thickness, with  
 a high-pressure laminate surface. 

 •  1" adjustable leveling glides 
provide stability on uneven floors.

 • Adjustable table height 
 in 1" increments.

Interchange 3-2-1 Desk, Model 03002 
Shown in Grey Nebula top with Red, 
Persian Blue and Purple edge and 
Platinum frame. Shown with optional 
14" Flavors® Seating, Model 11847.

Add Casters 
—Order Model 17576. List Price $ 76.

Four students can work  
at a single 3-2-1 Desk.

Now Available! Interchange Low Range leg inserts. 
Drop any Interchange table or desk to 17"-21" on 
glides*. Pair with a 10" or 12" chair. Order Model 77159. 
Add $ 55 to List Price.
(*add 3" when purchasing casters)

Interchange® 3-2-1 Desk®

Contemporary collaboration.
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Interchange Squiggle Table, Model 04155 
Shown in Classic Linen top with Apple edge 
and Platinum frame. Shown with optional 
Flavors® Mobile chairs, Model 11855.

Interchange Squiggle Table

The Interchange Squiggle Table has an elegant curvilinear shape that 
when nested together creates visually stimulating collaborative pods. 
These collaborative tables are a fun alternative to large rectangle 
tables when furnishing large spaces. Available in 13 laminate color 
choices, 20 edge color options and a Black or Platinum frame. 

 • Edge moldings resist wear, multiple  
 choices available.

 • Rugged powder coat surface on 
 legs resists wear.

 • Chrome-plated lower legs of 16-gauge  

 steel resist scuffing.

 • Sock-style glide caps add protection.

 • 1" adjustable leveling glides 
 provide stability on uneven floors.

 • Add casters for ease of mobility. 

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

04154 60"w Interchange Squiggle Table 30 60 22-34 $ 595

04155 72"w Interchange Squiggle Table 41 72 22-34 $ 695

Interchange® Squiggle & Cookie Tables 
Versatile and Functional

Move and morph your work spaces with the Interchange 
Squiggle and Cookie tables. These wavy shapes allow for 
limitless configurations perfect for any space. 

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

Interchange Cookie Tables, Model 04152 
Shown in Boardwalk Oak top with Persian Blue 
edge and Platinum frame with (above) Flavors® 
Mobile Chairs in Persian Blue and Charcoal. 
Shown with optional 17576 casters. 

Make it mobile with Casters 
—Order Model 17576. List Price $ 76.

Interchange Cookie Table

The versatile Cookie table is a fun shape that can be arranged in a 
variety of creative ways. Use a single Cookie table or join multiple 
together for a larger footprint collaborative space. Constructed with 
Interchange durability featuring oval shaped legs that are adjustable 
from 22"-34" in 1" increments. Available in 13 laminate choices, 
20 edge colors and a Black or Platinum frame.

 • Edge moldings resist wear, choices  
 available (see chart, below).

 • Rugged powder coat surface on  
 legs resists wear.

 • Chrome-plated lower legs of  
 16-gauge steel resist scuffing.

 • Sock-style glide caps add protection.

 • 1" adjustable leveling glides 
 provide stability on uneven floors.

 • Add casters for ease of mobility. 

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

04152 Interchange Cookie Table 48 48 22-34 $ 611

They’re easy  
to configure.

Interchange® Tables
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Plug in & collaborate.

These Interchange Multimedia tables are designed for students and teachers 
to engage in group discussions and presentations. They comfortably 
accommodate two students along each side, provide easy access to power, 
and have clear sight lines to the display.

See all Multimedia Table options 

www.smithsystem.com
or in our full line catalog

Make your Multimedia table stand out!  
Interchange High Range Inserts adjust from 
30"-42", taking Interchange Multimedia Tables 
to standing height. These inserts are available  
for any Interchange Table with four legs and  
a depth of over 30".
Order Model 77158 | $ 95 List Price

Interchange Round-End Multimedia Table 
Provides clear sight lines for individuals 
viewing the monitor. It comfortably 
accommodates two along each side and 
two at the head of the table. As shown, 
Model 04138. List Price $ 1,795 (+mount).

Interchange Engage Multimedia Table 
Features a unique curvilinear shape, providing clear sight 
lines for individuals viewing the monitor. It comfortably 
accommodates two along each side and two at the head of the 
table. As shown, Model 04163. List Price $ 1,995 (+mount).

Interchange Medium Round-End Multimedia Table 
Shown in New Age Oak top with Platinum edge  
and Platinum frame. Shown with an optional  
TV Mount, Model 17354. As shown, Model 04160.  
List Price $ 749 (+mount).

Interchange Half-Boat Multimedia Table  
Shown in Fusion Maple top with Platinum edge  
and Platinum frame. Shown with optional power and  
TV Mount, Model 17354. As shown, Model 04236.  
List Price $ 1,825 (+mount).

Plug in &
Collaborate

Interchange® Multimedia Tables 
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Maximum strength & stability.

The Planner Studio Table and Bench combo is 
setting a new standard for modern collaboration. 
With single or double seating options, the Planner 
Bench is as versatile as it is colorful, quickly 
adapting to any learning environment. 

Planner® Studio Tables 

36x72 Planner Studio Table 
Model 25212BUTCHER/CE 
29"h, Shown in Butcher Block top 
and Cerulean legs. List Price $ 1,545.

36x72 Planner Studio Table 
Model 25216f 
40"h, Shown in Whiteboard top  
with Apple legs and optional  
28" Plato® stools. List Price $ 1,200.

36x48 Planner Studio Table 
Model 25202f 
36"h, Shown in Pewter Mesh top  
with Charcoal legs and optional  
24" Flavors® stools. List Price $ 1,025.

36x72 Planner Studio Table 
Model 25214f 
36"h, Shown in Pewter Mesh top  
with Charcoal legs. List Price $ 1,175.

48x72 Planner Studio Table 
Model 25253f 
40"h, Shown in Mission Maple top  
with Apple legs. List Price $ 1,500.

48x60 Planner Studio Table 
Model 25244f 
36"h, Shown in Whiteboard top  
with Orange legs. List Price $ 1,350,  
+ $ 125 for whiteboard top. 

Specify glides for  
maximum stability. 
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36"d x 60"w Planner Studio,
Model 25210TRESPA/PL 
40"h, Shown in Trespa Black top  
and Platinum legs with Flavors® 28" 
Fixed-Height Stools. List Price $ 2,300.

The Planner Studio table with Trespa TopLab® top is designed 
to meet the needs of demanding creative and science 
learning spaces. The ½” thick work surface consists of Trespa 
TopLabPLUS® material, which is resistant to a large number 
of aggressive chemicals as identified by SEFA (Scientific 
Equipment and Furniture Association) and PSI (Professional 
Services Industries), if cleaned within 24 hours.

Planner Studio Tables — Trespa®

29”h

Planner Studio Mobile Whiteboard
Model 25260 Apple (AP) 
Shown in Apple. List Price $ 999.

Planner Studio 36x72 Butcher Block Table 
Model 25212BUTCHER 
Shown with Charcoal legs.  
List Price $ 1,545.

Planner® Studio Bench and Whiteboard

Planner Studio leg color options

Planner Studio Butcher Block Bench 
Model 25271BUTCHER 
Shown with Charcoal legs.  
List Price $ 649.

The sturdy legs match the Planner Studio series and come 
in Studio's five colors. Meet the demanding needs of your 
creative spaces, without the pared down "shop-class" 
aesthetics. The 46" wide benches are made to pair with  
60" Planner Studio Tables, while the 58" wide benches are 
made to pair with 72" Planner Studio Tables. Two plank 
benches also available. See smithsystem.com for more details. 

Planner Studio Benches 

The Planner Studio Whiteboard perfectly complements our 
Planner Studio line of tables to create a unique and creative 
environment for today’s learners. It provides a sophisticated- 
looking two-sided laminated writing surface and includes a 
small shelf located on both sides to hold markers and erasers.

Planner Studio Whiteboard
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UXL® Sit + Stand Desks  
Put students in control with the desk 
that can adapt to any learning situation.

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

The table that grows with every age. The UXL Sit + Stand 
Desks rise with all seating heights and transition into a 
stand-up desk. Perfect in pods or on their own. 

UXL Sit + Stand Student Desk, Model 26548v 
Shown in Classic Linen top with Forest Green 
edge. Shown with optional 76518 Sit + Stand 
Technology Basket. 

Model 76517 
Screen shown in downward 
modesty position.

Model 76518 
Low-profile storage for laptops, 
tablets or books/papers. 

UXL Sit + Stand Desks 
The UXL Sit + Stand student desk is a welcome addition to 
any collaborative environment. Specify four to six to create 
an engaging learning zone, or outfit the entire classroom for 
the ultimate flexible learning environment. Featuring a unique 
adjustable column that adjusts 26"-42" with the press of a lever.  
This student desk truly adapts to any learning situation. 
At its lowest height students can choose to use a standard 
16" or 18" chair. 

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

26547v UXL Sit + Stand Student Desk, Small Rectangle Top 20 23.5 26-41.5 $ 849

26548v UXL Sit + Stand Student Desk, Collaborative Top 21 30 26-41.5 $ 849 

26549v UXL Sit + Stand Student Desk, 20x27 Top* 20 27 26-41.5 $ 849

Optional Accessories

76518 Sit + Stand Technology Basket 10 14 3 $ 59 

76517 Modesty Panel/Privacy Screen* 1.5 24 13.75 $ 99

* Modesty Panel/Privacy Screen not compatible with 20x27 top.

height adjust

UXL® Sit + Stand Desks
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Elemental Sprocket Table, Model ELSPRKANGAAPLEC  
List Price $ 899. 
Shown with Asian Night top with Apple edge. Also shown with Apple fixed-height for Caster leg 
set (EC) paired with Apple colored 17599APL* 6-pack casters.  
Casters sold separately. List Price $ 144.

The full spectrum  
of possibilities. 

The all-new Elemental line is available in a variety of engaging shapes 
and colors. Mix up your collaborative spaces with stars, trapezoids, 
squares, moons and sprockets — the combinations are endless.

Mix & Match
leg, edge & 

caster colors

Elemental® Tables

Elemental leg color options

Elemental Moon Table, Model ELMOONCLNACGREC 
List Price $ 619. 
Shown with Classic Linen top with Apple edge. Charcoal Fixed  
Height for Caster leg set (EC) paired with Apple colored 17577APL 
casters. Casters sold separately. List Price $ 96.

Elemental 5-Star 60" Table, Model EL5S60GNBBCEREC  
List Price $ 779. 
Shown with Grey Nebula top with Black edge. Also  
shown with Cerulean fixed-height for Caster leg set  
(EC) paired with Cerulean colored 17578CER 5-pack 
casters. Casters sold separately. List Price $ 120. 

Elemental Engage Trapezoid Table, Model ELENTRGNBUCGREC 
List Price $ 429. 
Shown with Grey Nebula top with Orange edge.  
Also shown with Charcoal fixed-height for Caster  
leg set (EC) paired with Orange colored 17577ORG  
casters. Casters sold separately. List Price $ 96. 

Elemental 30x72 Engage Rectangle Table, Model EL37ERBBKBCGREC 
List Price $ 449. 
Shown with Buka Bark top with Black edge. Also  
shown with Charcoal fixed-height for Caster  
leg set (EC) paired with Charcoal colored 17577CGR casters.  
Casters sold separately. List Price $ 96.

Elemental Engage 48" Square Table, Model EL48ESGNBSPLTEC 
List Price $ 549. 
Shown with Grey Nebula top with Cerulean edge. Also shown with  
Platinum fixed-height for Caster leg set (EC) paired with Cerulean  
colored 17577CER casters. Casters sold separately. List Price $ 96.

*Casters sold separately. For ordering information, color and leg options view your full line catalog or visit SmithSystem.com. 

Elemental Squiggle Table, Model EL72SGBWKBPLTEL 
List Price $ 695. 
Shown with Boardwalk Oak top with Black edge. Platinum  
Adjustable Height Low Range leg set (EL) paired with oodle®  
stools. Low Range (EL) leg set available in Platinum color only. 

Get Low 
11"-17"
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Elemental® Crescent Tables  
Quickly Transform Work Areas

Add new dimension to your classrooms with a more 
refined curved table perfect for clusters both small 
and large. Elemental Crescent Tables also line up 
end to end for more flexibility.

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

Elemental Crescent Table, Model EL72CRANGRPLTEC 
Shown with Asian Night top with Charcoal edge. Also  
shown with Platinum fixed-height for caster leg set (EC)  
paired with Black 17578 casters. 

Elemental 72" Crescent Table, Model EL72ANGAAPLEC 
List Price $ 699. 
Shown with Asian Night top with Apple edge. Apple  
fixed-height for Caster leg set (EC) paired with Black  
17578 casters and Groove Mobile Chairs.

Elemental 60" Crescent Table, Model EL60ANGAAPLEC 
List Price $ 599. 
Shown with Asian Night top with Apple edge. Apple  
fixed-height for Caster leg set (EC) paired with Black  
17578 casters and Groove™ Mobile Chairs.

Elemental® Crescent Tables

Elemental Crescent Tables
Model Description D" W" H" List Price

EL60CREG 60" Crescent Table 30  60 30 $ 599.00 

EL60CREC* 60" Crescent Table 30   60 27** $ 599.00 

EL60CREA 60" Crescent Table 30   60 19-33 $ 599.00 

EL72CREG 72" Crescent Table 36 72 30 $ 699.00 

EL72CREC* 72" Crescent Table 36 72 27** $ 699.00 

EL72CREA 72" Crescent Table 36 72 19-33 $ 699.00 

*Casters sold separately.

(EG)
(EA)

(EC)

A single 60" Crescent  
sits three students, while  
a 72" Crescent sits four.

Colored casters sold as a  
separate line item. Crescent  
tables have five legs and use  
a 5-caster pack #17578.

(EL)

Low Range leg set (EL) 
Glide adjusts 11”-17” 
+ optional casters 13.5”-19.5” 
(available in Platinum only)

Elemental leg color options
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Elemental® Nest & Fold Tables  
Tables You Can’t Turn Down (Except to Store)

Bold and blocky, the Elemental Nest & Fold 
provides flexible classroom seating in rows or 
clusters, and folds up neatly for easy storage.

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

Fixed-Height 

NL2448_ _ _ _ _ _ _EF 24x48 Nest & Fold 24 48 30 $ 699.00 

NL2460_ _ _ _ _ _ _EF 24x60 Nest & Fold 24 60 30 $ 799.00 

NL2472_ _ _ _ _ _ _EF 24x72 Nest & Fold 24 72 30 $ 899.00 

NL3048_ _ _ _ _ _ _EF 30x48 Nest & Fold 30 48 30 $ 749.00 

NL3060_ _ _ _ _ _ _EF 30x60 Nest & Fold 30 60 30 $ 849.00 

NL3072_ _ _ _ _ _ _EF 30x72 Nest & Fold 30 72 30 $ 949.00 

Adjustable Height 

NL2448_ _ _ _ _ _ _EJ 24x48 Nest & Fold 24 48 29-40 $ 749.00 

NL2460_ _ _ _ _ _ _EJ 24x60 Nest & Fold 24 60 29-40 $ 849.00 

NL2472_ _ _ _ _ _ _EJ 24x72 Nest & Fold 24 72 29-40 $ 949.00 

NL3048_ _ _ _ _ _ _EJ 30x48 Nest & Fold 30 48 29-40 $ 799.00 

NL3060_ _ _ _ _ _ _EJ 30x60 Nest & Fold 30 60 29-40 $ 899.00 

NL3072_ _ _ _ _ _ _EJ 30x72 Nest & Fold 30 72 29-40 $ 999.00 

Elemental® Nest & Fold Tables

Elemental Nest & Fold Tables
Elemental Nest & Fold Tables provide a stable, spacious 
work surface and contemporary appearance. They offer 
added utility when not in use through their easy mobility and 
compact storage. Because they’re part of an integrated line 
of tables and desks, they allow a consistent design scheme 
throughout the building or facility. Choose from 13 standard 
laminate tops and 20 standard edge colors. Frames available 
in Platinum, Charcoal, Apple, Cerulean and Orange.

Elemental 30x60 Nest & Fold Table, Model NL3060EJ 
Shown with Fox writable surface top with Black edge,  
Apple leg set and matching Apple casters. Paired  
with Flavors® 28" Fixed-Height Stool, Model 11890. 

Writable
Surface

height adjust

29"

40"

Adjust tables higher  
to allow for tiered,  
sit/stand classrooms.

Elemental leg color options

Elemental Nest & Fold Tables have a 
simple mechanism that makes the flip 
process intuitive and easy for the user.

The mechanism also includes a 
table "lock" that ensures the table 
top won't fall once flipped "up." 
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Stable. 
The Silhouette desk is a contemporary, economic solution for all 
classrooms. Its durable cantilevered design, adjustable legs and 
optional storage accessories make it a timeless favorite. Single- 
and two-student options are available. 
 
Strong. 
It provides a notably strong surface that can withstand heavy 
loads and daily wear. A practical backpack peg is standard. 
Optional accessories include steel book box, wire book basket 
and Cascade® Storage tote trays.
 
Stunning.
Sometimes elegant simplicity is all you need in a 
student desk. That’s where Silhouette shines.

Groove
Mobile
Chair

oodle®
Stool

Cascade
Teacher

Desk

Cascade®
Mega-
Tower

Silhouette Desk  
The Standard Desk That Sets a New Standard

For a full interactive visual experience visit
www.smithsystem.com/collaborative/

Silhouette Desk
Model (2) 01650 and (1) 01661  
Shown in Boardwalk Oak top with 
Mint edge and Platinum frame. Also, 
Groove™ Mobile Chairs in Mint. 

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

01600 Silhouette Desk Single-Student 18 24 19-31 $ 169

01650 Silhouette Desk Single-Student 20 27 19-31 $ 179

01660 Silhouette Desk Two-Student* 20 48 19-31 $ 249

01661 Silhouette Desk Two-Student* 20 54 19-31 $ 269

01655 Silhouette Sequence® Desk Single-Student 23 31 19-31 $ 225

01670 Silhouette Desk Single-Student 24 27 22-34 $ 249 

01671 Silhouette Desk Single-Student 24 30 22-34 $ 289 

01675 Silhouette Desk Two-Student*  24 48 22-34 $ 355 

01676 Silhouette Desk Two-Student*  24 54 22-34 $ 389 

01677 Silhouette Desk Two-Student* 24 60 22-34 $ 425 

*Available in 1 1/4" top only

Silhouette 24x30 Desk 
Model 01671 
Shown with optional casters and 
adjusted to 36"h paired with a Groove 
24" Fixed-Height Stool. 

Many more sizes and options available, view your full line catalog or visit SmithSystem.com for more details. 

Contemporary meets traditional.

The Silhouette Desk is a contemporary desk for traditional classrooms, 
combining elegant design, durability and functionality. It’s stable and 
strong, and its leg design allows easy ingress and egress. A backpack 
peg is standard. Choose from three book box options.

 • 18" & 20" deep adjustable in height  
 from 19" to 31" in 1" increments. 

 • 24" deep adjustable in height  
 from 22" to 34" in 1" increments.

 •  Fixed-height legs also available (see full  
line catalog for details).

 •  Lockable end-cap/glide combination  
that resists tampering.

Casters are
a must have.

Mix & Match
desk sizes

Silhouette Desk

24" deep models can be  
adjusted higher and paired 
with casters to allow for 
tiered, sit/stand classrooms.
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A student chair has more to balance  
than its four legs on the floor.

See all Seating options at 

www.smithsystem.com
or in our full line catalog

It also has to meet needs as practical 
as providing a stable, appropriate 
place for the student to sit, as abstract 
as supporting a curriculum, and as 
subjective as creating a harmonious 
environment. 

More than a parking  
place for students
The Graduated Movement Concept 
is based on the insight that seating 
is not a passive participant in the 
classroom, but an active one, one 
that can help the learning process. If 
it serves the curriculum to have the 
student focus her or his attention to 
the front, our In2it™ Chair with its 
cradling bucket design that allows 
minimal movement is well-suited to 
your needs. If the curriculum calls 
for the student to interact with others 
to the front, both sides and rear, and 
to have freedom of movement in the 
chair, our Flavors® Seating is designed 
to fill the bill. What about something in 
between? Our Plato® Seating allows the 
student to comfortably face front and 
both sides, while allowing a moderate 
degree of movement plus pronounced 
lumbar support. 

Further flexibility,  
further fine tuning
Our seating lines also provide a range 
of aesthetic choices, with a dizzying 
array of colors available. Choose the 
welcoming curves of our In2it Chair, 
the familiar silhouette of our Flavors 
Seating, the harmonious lines of our 
Plato Seating. Or consider the 

generous proportions of our Theorem™ 
Seating or the modern look of our 
Groove™ Chair.

oodle®

The unique base design incorporates 
a structural disc that when flipped 
180 degrees provides the student with 
the ability to wiggle. Or, if the student 
or teacher chooses, sit flat. 

Flavors
Offers maximum movement and 
four seating positions. Its seat back 
flexes front to back and torsionally, 
allowing students to shift and move 
without chair resistance.

Flavors Noodle
This four-position seating line pro-
vides the benefits of a stability ball, 
but with more overall stability and 
back support, and less student misuse.

Plato
Allows more movement, so students 
can face front and both sides. This 
Euro-spec chair provides a wide seat 
pan, flex and pronounced lumbar 
support to encourage good posture 
and breathing.

In2it
Conceived to contain movement and 
direct attention straight ahead. It 
works like a bucket seat, providing 
back and shoulder support, while 
orienting the student toward the front.

Groove
The subtle shell contours support 
movement in a working posture at a 
desk or sideways seating. Groove also 
features a generous waterfall front to 
support circulation to students’ legs 
and feet. 

Theorem
Theorem’s seat is contoured 5.5 
degrees, which is deeper than your 
typical stacking chair. This helps 
position the sitter’s weight back 
into the seat for a more supported 
upright sit.

Clearly, no single line of seating is perfect for  
all, so we offer them in a wide range of styles  
to choose from. To help identify and select  
the best seating for student needs, we’ve 
created the Graduated Movement Concept. 

The science  
of student 
seating.

  Table Height ~16" ~19" ~22" ~24" ~27" ~29" ~36" ~40/42"

  Chair Height 8" 10" 12" 14" 16" 18" 24" 28/30"

1-2-year-old 100%

3-year-old 100%  

pK-4 100%

Kindergarten 50% 50% 

Grade 1 100% 

Grade 2  25% 75% 

Grades 3-4 100% 

Grade 5  100% 100% 100% 

Grades 6-12 100% 100% 100%
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Groove™ Seating

Get into the Groove.

Its name may sound old school, but Smith’s new Groove 
seating line brings modern, high-tech design to current 
educational environments. The result is pK-12 seating that 
delivers impressive ergonomic and aesthetic benefits. 

 •  The shell rests on the frame, not rivets,  
to add comfort. 

 •  High-density polypropylene with color 
throughout the shell. 

 •  Durable swivel base glides with non-staining 
nylon bases and chrome-plated steel covers 
come standard. 

 • Choose optional steel or felt glides*. 

 •  The legs are strong, 14-gauge  
welded steel. 

 •  Choose legs with durable chrome  
finish or platinum powder coat finish. 

 • Stacks four chairs high. 

Immediately supportive and comfortable. Students can feel great and 
get to work, with less settle time. The ergonomic seat pan and subtle 
shell contours support movement in a working posture at a desk and 
sideways sitting. A gentle flex at the top of the shell opens the contours 
up for a reclining position. Generous waterfall seat front to support 
circulation to students’ legs and feet.

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

33849 Groove 18" Stack Chair 20.5 19.5 18 $ 109.00 

33855 Groove Mobile Stack Chair 22 20 18 $ 139.00 

33879 Groove Cantilever Chair 18.5 19 18 $ 169.00 

33889 Groove 24" Fixed Stool 18.5 19 24 $ 149.00 

33891 Groove 30" Fixed Stool 18.5 19 30 $ 155.00 

33840 Groove Adjustable Chair w/casters  25 25 16-21 $ 253.00 

33841 Groove Adjustable Chair w/glides 25 25 16-21 $ 253.00 

33842 Groove Adjustable Stool w/casters  28 28 22-32 $ 309.00 

33843 Groove Adjustable Stool w/glides 28 28 22-32 $ 309.00 

Groove Seating Line Groove Mobile Stack Chair
Model 33855 
Shown in Charcoal with 
Platinum frame.

Groove Fixed-Height 30" Stool 
Model 33891 
Shown in Yellow with 
Platinum frame.

Groove Fixed-Height 24" Stool 
Model 33889 
Shown in Charcoal with 
Platinum frame.

Groove Stack Chair 
Model 33849 
Shown in Persian Blue 
with Platinum frame.

See all Groove Seating options at 

www.smithsystem.com
or in our full line catalog

*upcharge
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Theorem™ Seating

Grown-up thinking.

As kids grow up, so do their seating needs. Smith System’s 
answer to this challenge is the all-new Theorem Chair. In 
Theorem, we’re offering young adult learners a task-based 
chair that’s nothing short of comfort and sophistication.

 •  The shell rests on the frame, not rivets,  
to add comfort. 

 •  Unique nylon shell offering unmatched strength. 

 •  The legs are strong, 14-gauge  
welded steel. 

 •  Stacks four chairs high.

A new seating line designed for ninth- to 12th-grade students. Two 
major seating positions — working and slightly reclined — are perfect 
to support high school learning. Unlike traditional school chairs, 
Theorem provides the feeling of continuous support, whether the 
student is sitting up for table surface work or looking up to participate 
in discussions. Shell available in 10 colors, frame in Platinum only. 

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

44849 Theorem Stack Chair 20.5 19.5 18 $ 169.00 

44855 Theorem Mobile Stack Chair 22 20 18 $ 209.00 

44879 Theorem Cantilever Chair 18.5 19 18 $ 249.00 

44840 Theorem Adjustable Chair w/casters  25 25 16-21 $ 369.00 

44841 Theorem Adjustable Chair w/glides 25 25 16-21 $ 369.00 

44842 Theorem Adjustable Stool w/casters  28 28 22-32 $ 579.00 

44843 Theorem Adjustable Stool w/glides 28 28 22-32 $ 579.00 

Theorem Seating Line

Theorem Mobile Stack Chair
Model 44855 
Shown in Platinum with  
Platinum frame.

Theorem Mobile Stack Chair 
Model 44855 
Shown in Navy with  
Platinum frame.
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Offers maximum movement and four seating 
positions. Its seat back flexes front to back and 
torsionally, allowing students to shift and move 
without chair resistance. 

Flavors Mobile Stack Chair 
Four-position chair allows 
student to sit comfortably 
facing front, either side 
or rear. Flexing seat back 
provides support and allows 
student to turn with less 
restriction. Model 11855. 
List Price $ 149.

See the full range of seating options online at 

www.smithsystem.com/seating
or in our full line catalog

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

11844 Flavors Stack Chair C shell - 8" 13.5 15 8 $ 90

11845 Flavors Stack Chair C shell - 10" 13.5 15 10 $ 90

11846 Flavors Stack Chair C shell - 12" 14.5 15 10 $ 95

11847 Flavors Stack Chair B shell - 14" 17 17.5 14 $ 101

11848 Flavors Stack Chair B shell - 16" 18 17.5 16 $ 105

11849 Flavors Stack Chair A shell - 18" 20.5 19.5 18 $ 119

Plato and Flavors Stools
Engage students with 24" and 28" stools from  
our Plato and Flavors seating lines. These stools  
pair well with our Cafe and Interchange table lines. 
24" stools with 34-36" tables. 28" stools with  
40-42" tables.

Model Description List Price

00981 Plato 24" Fixed-Height Stool $ 154

00980 Plato 28" Fixed-Height Stool $ 160

11889 Flavors 24" Fixed-Height Stool $ 154

11890 Flavors 28" Fixed-Height Stool $ 160

Plato® Seating Line
Allows more movement, so students can face front 
and both sides. This Euro-spec chair provides a wide 
seat pan, flex and pronounced lumbar support to 
encourage good posture and breathing.

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

00950 Plato Stack Chair A shell - 18" 21 19 18 $ 119

00951 Plato Stack Chair B shell - 16" 18.3 17 16 $ 105

00952 Plato Stack Chair B shell - 14"  16 15 14 $ 101

00953 Plato Mobile Chair A shell - 18" 22 20 18 $ 149

In2it™ Seating Line
Conceived to contain movement and direct 
attention straight ahead. It works like a bucket 
seat, providing back and shoulder support, 
while orienting the student toward the front.

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

00509 In2it Stack Chair A shell - 18" 19.9 18.9 18 $ 140

00562 In2it Stack Chair B shell - 16" 17.6 16.9 16 $ 120

00563 In2it Stack Chair B shell - 14" 17.6 16.8 14 $ 115

00507 In2it Mobile Chair A shell - 18" 19.9 18.9 18 $ 179

Solid 
Construction

Freedom of 
Movement

Less 
Restricting

Student Seating

Flavors® Seating Line
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Stack Mix Move

The seat pan 
tilts front to back.

The seat pan 
tilts side to side.

It feels like sitting on a ball 
that won't roll away.

Make it stop! 
Let's face it, active seating isn't for every student (or every 
situation), for those students and situations, the movement 
disc is easy for a teacher to flip and remove movement from 
oodle. To stack oodle or sit flat, turn the movement disc 
over to the flat side and lock into place. 

Make it move! 
To add movement to oodle, simply flip the movement 
disc over to the curved side, this will provide the student 
with a comfortable (and fun) 10 degrees of movement 
in all directions. Just the right amount — oodle never 
feels unstable.

Watch the Noodle video at

www.smithsystem.com

oodle® Stool Flavors® Noodle

• The shell rests on a patented suspen- 
 sion, allowing the seat pan to tilt slightly 
 in all directions. 
• A four-position chair offering the 

 utmost freedom of movement.
• High-density polypropylene shell 

 with color throughout.

• Durable swivel-base glides with non-staining  
 nylon bases and chrome-plated steel covers,  
 come standard. Or choose optional felt or  
 stainless steel glides.
• The legs are strong, 18-gauge welded  

 steel with a durable chrome or platinum finish.

The Noodle Chair has a patented suspension that allows it to move with — not resist — the student.  
It provides all the benefits of sitting on a large ball, but with the added advantages of more stability 
and back support. The Noodle Chair is perfectly suited to fidgety students. Available in 18 colors.

Model Description D" W" H" List Price

11851 Flavors Noodle Chair A shell - 18" 20.5 19.5 18 $ 199

11852 Flavors Noodle Chair B shell - 16" 18 18 16 $ 189

11853 Flavors Noodle Chair B shell - 14" 17 17.5 14 $ 189

Flavors Noodle Chair
Often our ongoing pursuit of designs that inspire the minds 
of children takes us to places we never would have imagined 
even five or 10 years ago. One such result is finally here. 
Meet oodle, the all-new active seating line that is as fun to 
explore as it is to say. With a patent-pending 10-degree 
rocker base, the oodle stool system provides new levels of 
versatility, functionality and mobility, all to inspire a new 
generation of student.

Model Description DIA" H" List Price

OODLE31_ _ _ Stack of Three with One Movement Disc 17 Dia 6.5-19.5 $ 199

OODLE33_ _ _ Stack of Three with Three Movement Discs 17 Dia 6.5-19.5 $ 249

OODLEBASECGR Movement Disc Only* 17 Dia 1 $ 29

•  Available in five contemporary colors. Cerulean, 
Orange, Apple, Platinum and Charcoal. 

• Learn more at www.meet-oodle.com

oodle Stool

Oodles of possibilities.

The unique base design incorporates a structural disc that when  
flipped 180 degrees provides the student with the ability to wiggle.  
Or, if the student or teacher chooses, sit flat. oodle31 comes with three 
sections in a single color and one rocker base. oodle33 comes with 
three sections in a single color and three rocker bases.
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Go from Storage to 
Students in a Snap! 

The Cascade® Storage System

To allow the teacher to direct learning for multiple groups all at the same 
time, learning materials must be organized and made available to students. 
This allows the students to access resources and use them independently 
— and frees the teacher to direct and instruct as needed. That’s the idea 
behind Cascade.

Available Options:  

• Locking Doors
• Lectern Topper 
• Riser Topper 
• A/V Powered Units 
• Whiteboard Back
• Casters or Glides
• Totes, Shelves or Cubbies
• 18 Available Colors 

Look for this icon throughout 
this book to verify Cascade 
Compatible furniture systems. 

Student Tote  
Storage and Transfer:

Cascade totes containing 
student work can transfer 
directly from the storage unit to 
under-desktop and back.

Teacher Tote  
Storage and Transfer:

Cascade totes can transfer 
between Teacher Storage and 
desk. See full line catalog for 
Teacher cabinets.

Wide Variety of  
Storage Solutions:

With nine sizes available, there’s 
a Cascade Storage System 
tailored to every school room 
size and curriculum need.

Imagine a classroom where four or five groups 
of six students are working on projects. The 
teacher circulates about, providing information, 
direction, encouragement and reminders to 
stay on task to the groups. With so much 
going on at once, the need for classroom 
management is clear.

Classroom  
storage just  
got schooled. 
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Mega-Case

Mega-Cabinet

Mini-Case

Mini-Cabinet Mid-Cabinet

Mini-Tower Mid-Tower

Mid-Case

Mega-Tower

Equip your Cascade 
Case with tote trays to 
hold a wide variety of 
learning materials. Add 
utility with an optional 
riser shelf and lectern. 

Equip your Cascade 
Case with tote trays to 
hold a wide variety of 
learning materials. Add 
utility with an optional 
riser shelf and lectern. 

Available with shelves, 
it holds a wide variety 
of learning materials. 
Optional riser shelf and 
lectern make this perfect 
for presentations.

Available with shelves, 
it holds a wide variety 
of learning materials. 
Optional riser shelf and 
lectern make this perfect 
for presentations.

Available with tote trays, 
it holds a wide variety 
of learning materials. 
Provides maximum 
capacity and can be 
configured many ways.

Available with tote trays, 
it holds a wide variety 
of learning materials. 
Provides maximum 
capacity and can be 
configured many ways.

Mini-Case

Mini-Tower

Mini-Cabinet

Mid-Tower

Mid-Case

Mid-Cabinet

Mega-Case

Mega-Tower

Mega-Cabinet

Learn more by watching at 

www.smithsystem.com/cascade
or in our full line catalog

Cascade® Storage

Cascade Cases

Cascade Cabinets

Cascade Towers

Cascade Cases

Cascade Cabinets

Cascade Towers

61" 

43" 

30" 
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Cascade Mega  
Whiteboard Back 

To specify a magnetic whiteboard back on 
any Cascade Mega-Tower or Mega-Cabinet 
simply add $ 195 to the List Price and add 
a “W” to the 4th position in its model 
number. This includes the Cubby units. 

Cascade Cubbies

These versatile storage units feature large 
cubbies for organizing backpacks of all 
sizes, with room left over. Lockable doors 
are available as an option, as is a whiteboard 
on the Cubby Mega Cabinet and Tower.  
List Price ranges from $ 1,095–$ 2,059.

See all Cascade units 

www.smithsystem.com/cascade
or in our full line catalog

A storage unit for  
every learning situation.

The collaborative classroom demands efficiency. The Cascade  
classroom storage system provides countless configurations and  
options in mobile storage units and teacher desks.

Cascade Spiral  
Noteboard

New to the Cascade lineup, the Spiral  
Noteboard features two interior shelves for 
additional storage. Available with totes or shelves, 
locking doors and in 18 vibrant colors. As shown, 
Model 210T10000PS. List Price $ 1,499.

Cascade Two-Sided 
Whiteboard Unit 

This versatile, nomadic workhorse replaces the 
traditional single-purpose whiteboard with a 
dual-purpose mobile whiteboard plus storage. 
Key features include magnetic writing surfaces 
on the front and back of a storage unit. As 
shown, Model H10030000PP. List Price $ 3,200.

Cascade® Storage
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For all Cascade Storage Options and Accessories, please look online at smithsystem.com/cascade or check your full line catalog. 

Cascade Maker Cart

With five inside outlets and four exterior 
outlets this AV cart is perfect for 
makerspaces, 3D printing and presentation 
needs. It provides movable, lockable storage 
with a durable work surface. As shown, Model 
V21P00000PBHREL. List Price $ 2,475.

Cascade Mega-Tower

The Cascade Mega-Tower is available with 
either tote trays or shelves and can be fitted 
with numerous options, including locking 
doors and whiteboard backside. As shown, 
Model 910036000PU. List Price $ 2,134.

Cascade Nomad™

Also new to the Cascade lineup, the 
Cascade Nomad features shelves on 
both sides and a book storage capacity 
of 800lbs. Available in platinum only. 
Model 21900. List Price $ 1,575. 

Cascade Mini-Case with 
Riser and Laptop Shelf 

The ultra-versatile Mini-Case is  
available with a riser shelf and optional 
laptop pull-out shelf. As shown, Model 
111V00000PHNAOH. List Price $ 737. 
Optional Laptop Shelf. Model 17670  
add $ 130 to List Price. 

Cascade Powered  
A/V Cart

The Cascade Powered A/V cart is 
available in two sizes, Mega-Cabinet 
and Mid-Cabinet. Available with totes 
or shelves, locking doors and in 
18 vibrant colors. As shown, Model 
V21100000PGMAPG. List Price $ 2,145.

Cascade Mini-Case 
with Lectern Top 

The Mini-Case Lectern is the mobile 
teacher’s best friend. It’s available with 
a lockable door, shelves or totes, and 
in 18 vibrant colors. As shown, Model 
110L05000PANAOA. List Price $ 1,012. 

Cascade® Storage
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More than 50 solutions  
designed for teachers.

Presenting information, guiding discussions, directing projects, 
testing, grading, reporting and more. People who do it all  
need furniture that can help them every step of the way. 

 
Cascade® Teacher Desk + Mini-Case with Riser 
One of our most popular combinations. Pair the 
Cascade 24x54, Model 26159, Teacher Desk – List 
Price $ 905 – with a Cascade Mini-Case with Riser 
Shelf, Model 121V00000PUCLNU – List Price $ 811.

See all Cascade Teacher Desks 

www.smithsystem.com/cascade
or in our full line catalog

Cascade® Teacher Desks & Storage

UXL® Sit + Stand Teacher Lectern 
Model 26552v.  
Featuring a unique adjustable column that floats 
from 30" to 45" with the press of a lever. Shown 
with Classic Linen top with Cerulean edge. List 
Price $ 1,099. 

Cascade 28x72 Double Bullet Teacher Desk
Model 26180.  
Shown in Blond Echo top with Cerulean edge 
and Platinum frame. List Price $ 1,318.

Cascade 24x54 Rectangle Teacher Desk 
Model 26151. SW Totes 
Shown with New Age Oak top with Orange 
edge and Platinum frame with Theorem™  
mobile chair, Model 44855.

Cascade 24x60 Bullet Teacher Desk 
Model 26161. Box/Box/File  
Shown in Fusion Maple top and Red edge 
with Platinum frame. List Price $ 932.

Cascade Teacher Wardrobe
Model R100006062PP. 
Shown with SW totes and casters.  
List Price $ 1,785. 

Cascade 
Teacher 

Desk

Cascade 
Mega 
Tower

21096 
Book Cart

Cascade 
Lectern

Theorem   
Mobile 
Chair

Cascade Mini Case
Model 111V00000PHNAOH.  
Shown in Mint with New Age Oak top, open with 
shelves, riser, laptop shelf and casters. List Price 
$ 737 + $ 130 for optional laptop shelf.
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Color outside the lines.
Color can have an effect on mood, emotion and productivity, which 
ultimately influences student success. While there is no one-size-fits-all 
approach to the use of color, consider letting the purpose of the room 
guide the color scheme selection. With a little bit of thought and planning 
— and access to the right furniture company — finding furniture that 
meets the color needs of any space can be done with ease.

Request a Sample Kit
Go online or ask your Smith System 
dealer to request a sample kit. The kit 
includes edge molding color samples, 
laminate top samples, seating color chips 
and all the other necessary pieces to select 
your school’s furnishings. 

Standard Laminates
All 13 of the standard laminates are -60 
finish. When a Wilsonart Laminate code 
includes “Y,” “K,” “-12,” “-78,” or “AEON” 
these are special laminates with an up-
charge, even when it contains a “-60”  
or “-38.”

Laminate Options
Want to specify a different laminate?  
No problem. If you have 20 or more tops 
of the same color -60 or -38 there is no 
upcharge. Have 20 or less or want to 
specify a different laminate brand?  
We will quote the job for you, just provide 
the laminate code and finish style. 

Design Resources
Smith System furniture is available on all  
popular specification software, including: 
• 20/20 
• Project Matrix 

• Revit Files
• 2D/3D CAD Files

Standard Edge Profiles
Available in 3/4" and 1 1/4" thicknesses, 
Smith System tables and desktops give 
you the option of lending the tops of the 
room a light or substantial feel. Similarly, 
our edge band treatments give the choice 
of curved, bullet or bumper edges. 

Warranty
Smith System tables carry a 12-year 
warranty on the tops and a lifetime 
warranty on the frames. Our tables are 
constructed of high-pressure laminate 
and the edging is stapled into place every  
6-8 inches and stands up to the most 
demanding of pK-12 environments. 

Asian Night 
7949-60 

French Pear
8220-60

Boardwalk Oak 
7983-60

Pewter Mesh 
4878-60

Classic Linen 
4943-60

High Rise 
4996-60

Buka Bark 
7982-60

`

Fusion Maple 
7909-60

Palisades Oak 
7987-60

Flax Linen 
4990-60

Mission Maple 
7990-60

New Age Oak 
7938-60

Wild Cherry  
7054-60

Grey Nebula 
4622-60

Standard Laminate Options

Formica® Whiteboard Options

Apple Black Blueberry Burgundy Cerulean Champagne Charcoal

Chocolate Clementine Forest Green Fuchsia Mint Mocha Navy

Orange Persian Blue Platinum Purple Red Yellow

Standard Color Options    

Color

Brite White 
459-90

Fox 
1994-90

ImagiGrid 
9313-90

ImagiGrid 
consists of a  
2.5 cm square 
grid pattern.

Markerboard laminates have a limited 1-year 
warranty. These laminates are not part of the 
QuickShip program. If ordering 20 or more tops 
in the same color there is no upcharge. All tops 
are made to order and not returnable.
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If the thought of purchasing new school furniture leaves you feeling overwhelmed,  
you’re not alone. But when you have a plan the whole thing seems much less daunting. 
You’re starting at the right place. 

10 steps for purchasing new furniture. 
 

Smith System wants to help schools understand how improved classroom design can positively impact student outcomes. 
Schools are the education experts. We are the furniture experts. Together, we can develop highly functional, future-proof 
spaces that will outlast any one administrator, teacher or student.

 Establish Project Team and Assign Roles

This will vary by district size, but a typical team often includes:
•  Superintendent — establishes team, project vision and 

consistency with district goals, timeline; this person is 
the ultimate decision-maker

• District Business Manager — budget and procurement
• District Facilities Manager — quality assessment
•  Principal — articulates school’s goals, manages teacher 

representative group activities outcomes. Schools are 
the education experts. We are the furniture experts. 
Together, we can develop highly functional, future-proof 
spaces that will outlast any one administrator, teacher 
or student.

 Team Visioning

The team creates a vision for key areas of the new school 
with staff from each area. (You’ll want to share this with 
your eventual furniture partner at the outset of the project.) 
Answer essential questions:

• Group sizes and teaching strategies used?
• How do teachers want to re-imagine their classrooms?
• The role of technology?
• Storage needed?
• Budget?

The team creates a list of current furniture challenges and 
needs/wants by area:

• Classrooms
• Library/media center
• STEM/makerspace
• Commons
• Specialized areas (intervention, special education, etc.)

 
 Vendor Selection

The project team drives this process. It’s influenced by 
whether you’re already working with a specific manufacturer, 
a local furniture dealer, and/or your architectural firm’s 
interior designer. Keep the evaluation period short (30 days 
start/finish), so that you can use your chosen vendor to guide 
you the rest of the way. Consider:

•  What qualities are you looking for in a vendor partner? 
For example, the ability to meet summer delivery and 
installation timelines, types of services offered, services 
provided (free vs. paid), specific vendor reps involved?

•  What projects have they successfully completed that are 
similar in scope to yours?

• How will you find and invite vendors to participate?
•  What contract vehicles are available through each 

vendor vs. bidding out the furniture purchase?

1

2

3

 Begin Implementation

Once you’ve chosen a vendor, let your vendor represen-
tative conduct a few initial meetings (one with leadership 
only; separate meetings to interview staff) to discuss:

• Vision
• Budget
•  Spaces to be furnished — prioritized in case of 

budget changes
• Building layout with dimensions
•  Specific furniture items to be evaluated, based 

on your needs

 School Tours

Based on your goals, along with some initial education 
about furniture, your vendor can help arrange tours of a 
few schools, depending on geography and staff availability. 
These field trips (yup, adults get them, too) will show 
real-world use of furniture that may align with your vision 
and goals.

 Sit, Touch & Try Furniture Visit

Everyone on the project team should attend this to hear 
the same message at the same time. Based on your stated 
needs, your vendor will:

•  Show furniture samples — brought to your school or 
you’ll go to the vendor’s showroom

•  Conduct a large group presentation on features and 
benefits of different styles

•  Allow your team to get hands-on with the product — 
Sit, Touch & Try

•  Conduct one-on-one or small group Q&A to 
address nee ds

 Plan and Prepare For Samples

Based on outcomes from Step Six — “Sit, Touch & Try,” the 
team should narrow down a list of furniture items to test, 
this could be a sample desk and chair, or a trail classroom 
or two. We suggest trying several shapes, seating styles 
and heights (grade dependent) vs one individual product. 
Be sure to allow for manufacturing lead time, delivery and 
installation.

 Review Samples/Trial Classroom(s)

After the test furniture arrives, have your vendor conduct 
a quick refresher with the teacher(s) to review how each 
piece functions. Allow teachers (and students) about a 
month to experience the furniture, then have the vendor 
return to answer questions. This is a great time to fine tune 
selections, like shapes, sizes, accessories and options. 
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 Design, Budgeting and  
 Lead Time Planning

Narrow your team to the superintendent, business manager 
and principal. You’re now ready to compile furniture 
specifications, quantities and a line item budget for each 
room. Lay out each room (or a representative room if all 
classrooms are the same size and you have a common 
furniture “kit of parts”) to ensure the furniture will fit and 
function right. 

Allow enough time to make revisions (construction costs 
may have dented your original budget.) Your dealers and 
manufacturers will coordinate lead times and advise your 
choices, based on your deadline. Most manufacturers require 
a P.O. by a certain date to allocate inventory and commit to a 
delivery date.

 Finalize P.O. Homestretch

The final step is to finalize and receive board approval (if 
required) on your furniture list, finishes and cost. Then place 
your P.O. and congratulate your team on a furniture-buying 
“mission accomplished.”

We love to chat.
You’ve got questions and guess what? We have answers. 
Give us a call, and together we’ll explore what your school 
needs, and pick from our full array of options for fun, 
functional furniture. Two minds are always better than 
one, right?  

We do not sell direct to schools, but we do have a trusted 
network of authorized local, regional, national and online 
dealers. Your dealer will help in making final choices, placing 
orders and installing your shiny new furniture. Our regional 
sales managers are available to help guide you through the 
furniture selection process.

Call us at (800) 328-1061 or use our online chat 
system for immediate answers. 
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Find the full article, including tips 
and pitfalls for each step, at  

www.smithsystem.com/blog
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